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the Restaurant Establishments’ Profitability

The realities of today and the increasing turbulence of the external environment force economic entities to respond quickly to market pulsations. Accordingly, 
marketing is an effective tool for the growth of the restaurant business and determines the philosophy of its management, and timely marketing analysis of 
the menu ensures strengthening of positions in the market and victory in the competition. The purpose of the study is to further develop the methodological 
provisions for the restaurants’ menu analysis in order to increase the profitability level of such establishments. The article substantiates the relevance of using 
ABC analysis of the menu as one of the most effective marketing tools in the restaurant business, the results of which change prices, exclude items that are not 
sold from the menu, or vice versa, new products are introduced, the implementation of dishes that are most profitable for the restaurant is activated. Taking 
into account the specifics of restaurant facilities, it is proposed to carry out a classic ABC analysis not by one, but by three effective indicators: volume of sales, 
revenue, and gross profit, which allows for a multidimensional analysis of the menu by determining for each dish a combination of three letters denoting the 
selected parameters (AAA, ABA, ABC, BBC, SSS, etc.). Recommendations for 27 possible combinations of selected parameters have been formed and directions 
for increasing sales volumes, increasing prices and reducing the cost of dishes are outlined. So, ABC analysis allows identifying «leader dishes» and «outsider 
dishes» in the menu, as well as to make a decision about the assortment of dishes on the menu: identify dishes that need to be more actively promoted; identify 
dishes that need to be worked on in terms of cost reduction; adjust pricing in the menu in the direction of decreasing or increasing the selling price; justify the 
expediency of spending on certain types of raw materials, in particular, on those positions with low sales volumes; identify dishes that overlap in the composition 
of ingredients; identify menu groups that need to be expanded, as well as positions that can be safely replaced with new ones or simply removed from the menu.
Keywords: menu analysis, restaurant facilities, ABC analysis, volume of sales, revenue, gross profit, sales promotion, cost, marketing tool.
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Іваненко В. О., Кащук К. М., Боцян Т. В., Клімова І. О. Аналіз меню як ефективний маркетинговий інструмент підвищення прибутковості за-

кладів ресторанного господарства
Реалії сьогодення та посилення турбулентності зовнішнього середовища змушують суб’єктів господарювання оперативно реагувати на пуль-
сації ринку. Відповідно, маркетинг є дієвим інструментом зростання ресторанного бізнесу та визначає філософію його управління, а вчасний 
маркетинговий аналіз меню забезпечує зміцнення позицій на ринку та перемогу в конкурентній боротьбі. Метою дослідження є подальший 
розвиток методичних положень щодо маркетингового аналізу меню закладів ресторанного господарства для підвищення рівня прибутковості 
таких закладів. У статті обґрунтовано актуальність застосування АВС-аналізу меню як одного з найбільш ефективних маркетингових інстру-
ментів у ресторанному бізнесі, за результатами якого змінюються ціни, виключаються з меню позиції, що не продаються, і навпаки, вводяться 
новинки, активізується реалізація страв, які є найвигіднішими для ресторану. Враховуючи специфіку закладів ресторанного господарства, запро-
поновано здійснювати класичний АВС-аналіз не за одним, а за трьома результативними показниками: обсягом продажу, виручкою та валовим 
прибутком, що дозволяє провести багатовимірний аналіз меню шляхом визначення по кожній страві комбінації з трьох літер, які позначають 
обрані параметри (AAA, АВА, АВС, ВВВ, ССС тощо). Сформовано рекомендації за 27-ма можливими варіантами комбінацій обраних параметрів 
та окреслено напрями підвищення обсягів продажу, збільшення ціни та зменшення собівартості страв. Отже, АВС-аналіз дозволяє виявити в 
меню «страви-лідери» та «страви-аутсайдери», а також прийняти рішення щодо асортименту страв в меню: визначити страви, які необхідно 
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активніше просувати; ідентифікувати страви, з якими потрібно попрацювати в частині зменшення собівартості; регулювати ціноутворення 
в меню в бік зменшення чи збільшення відпускної ціни; обґрунтувати доцільність витрат на певні види сировини, зокрема, по тих позиціях, що 
мають низькі обсяги продаж; виявити страви, які перетинаються за складом інгредієнтів; виявити групи меню, які потрібно розширити, а та-
кож позиції, які можна сміливо замінити на нові або просто прибрати з меню.
Ключові слова: аналіз меню, заклади ресторанного господарства, АВС-аналіз, обсяг продажу, виручка, валовий прибуток, стимулювання прода-
жів, собівартість, маркетинговий інструмент.
Рис.: 1. Табл.: 1. Бібл.: 9.
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The high level of uncertainty caused by the war 
conditions and the COVID-19 consequences, the 
business globalization, the competition for re-

sources and the change of consumer preferences force the 
restaurant industry to look for the new ways to expand 
operations and increase business profitability. Moreover, 
in the restaurant business, as in any other, in order to 
make more profit, you need to be able to work with prices, 
assortment and promotion. Accordingly, it is marketing 
that is an effective tool for the restaurant business growth 
as it determines the philosophy of its management, and a 
timely marketing menu analysis ensures the strengthen-
ing of market positions and victory in the competition.

Every modern restaurant has a large menu. And 
it is safe to say that not every item of it is sold success-
fully and has the same demand among customers. For 
example, a restaurant owner sees that they sell salmon in 
foil 30 times a month. But not once a day, and in a com-
pletely different way. Of course, cooking salmon requires 
the right perishable ingredients. So, should they delete 
this dish from the menu? And what if a regular customer 
spends UAH 5–10 thousand in this restaurant during the 
week and orders salmon every time? And what if the in-
gredients for cooking salmon are used in the other sev-
eral dishes on the menu? [1].

An ideal menu consists of those dishes that guests 
like and they must bring profit. Even if everything was 
calculated as much as possible at the stage of creating a 
restaurant, later life makes its adjustments and the mar-
ginality of some dishes may change over time, in particu-
lar, due to the increase in prices for certain products. In 
addition, individual dishes may simply not be of inter-

est to visitors and will be skipped in favor of other items. 
In order to understand which dishes should be excluded 
from the menu, and which should be promoted or opti-
mized, it is necessary that ABC analysis of the menu be 
conducted systematically.

ABC analysis helps to see how valuable a particu-
lar dish is, because a simple cream of fish soup can give 
a restaurant 15% of sales and at the same time a small 
profit due to the high cost of the trout and a small margin. 
Besides ABC analysis helps to understand whether it is 
profitable to sell a low-margin dish with good demand 
in a restaurant and whether it is worth deleting those 
dishes that are sold less often, but give much more profit. 
Thanks to the ABC analysis, the restaurateur will be able 
to competently optimize the technical and technological 
maps of the eating establishment’s dishes in order to in-
crease the restaurant management efficiency [1].

Based on the ABC analysis results, prices change, 
unsold items are excluded from the menu, and vice 
versa, novelties are introduced, the sale of dishes 

that are the most profitable for the restaurant industry is 
intensified. So, there is an impact on the amount of profit 
due to a change in the sales structure, i.e. sales-mix. There-
fore, ABC analysis is one of the most effective methods of 
pricing and menu optimization, which directly affects the 
increase in the profit of restaurant establishments.

ABC analysis is widely used in foreign business 
practice, as evidenced by numerous scientific works, 
among which it is worth noting the works of G. Cokins, 
R. Cooper, R. Kaplan, E. Dopson, A. Jenkins, and others 
[3–6]. Along with this, domestic scientists and practitio-
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ners made a significant contribution to the formation of 
various theoretical and organizational-methodical ABC 
analysis aspects: S. Hryshko, T. Gushtan, O. Kucheruk, 
O. Mazur, V. Syliveistr and many others. The ABC analy-
sis use issues for the assessment of the dishes restaurant 
establishments’ range is devoted to the works of most-
ly foreign scientists: K. Annaraud, C. Raab, D. Zemke,  
J. Schrock, K. Mayer, S. Shoemaker, H. Kostakis, G. Bosk-
ou, G. Palisidis and others [2; 7–9]. Nevertheless, domes-
tic scientists have not paid enough attention to the issue 
of menu optimization using ABC analysis, taking into ac-
count the modern realities of the Ukrainian restaurant 
business functioning.

The purpose of the study is to further develop the 
methodological provisions for the restaurants’ menu 
analysis in order to increase the profitability level of such 
establishments.

The basis of ABC-analysis (Activity-Based Costing) 
is the Pareto principle (Pareto’s law, the 80/20 
rule, the law of the «important minority»), the es-

sence of which is that «for many events, 80% of the con-
sequences follow from 20% of the causes», or 20% of the 
effort provides 80% of the result and, accordingly, 80% 
of the effort is aimed at achieving 20% of the result» [1; 
3–6]. As a result, controlling 20% of the causes allows you 
to manage 80% of the situation. Of course, this is not a 
natural law of the universe, but it has long been proven 
that the Pareto principle can be applied to many areas of 
activity. This «magic» also works in the restaurant busi-
ness: 20% of menu items bring 80% of the result.

As a rule, ABC analysis is carried out according to 
one of the criteria, based on the contribution of each item 
to the total profit or revenue (sales). However, at eating 
establishments, an analysis based on only one of the cri-
teria will be incomplete and insufficiently substantiated.

For example, a certain dish may have a small turn-
over (it has a low price) and a small profit (it consists of 
expensive ingredients, which increases the food cost), 
but it is often ordered (it is in high demand). Obviously, 
this is the so-called «locomotive» item on the menu –  
a dish with a small markup, which ensures an influx of 
visitors. If you analyze this position only from the profit 
or from the turnover, then you can decide that it should 
be removed from the menu. But such a decision would 
be wrong, because such dishes are designed to ensure the 
appropriate flow of visitors, not for «earning». The above 
causes the need to expand the classical ABC analysis and 
implement a multidimensional one, i.e., each studied 
menu item must be evaluated immediately according to 
three parameters that characterize the performance of 
restaurant establishments:
 volume of sales (demand for a dish, how often a 

specific item is sold);
 revenue (turnover, income from the sale of food);
 gross profit (how much this dish is marginal).

So, in the restaurant business, it is advisable to use 
the modified Pareto model, which involves dividing 
the entire range of dishes on the menu into three 

groups according to three parameters:
 group A – 20% of the menu items give 80% of the 

result – leader dishes, the most important menu 
items. They are popular with visitors, provide the 
main revenue, provide the restaurant with the 
largest profit and have a low food cost index. The 
positions of this group do not require additional 
advertising or demonstration, visitors know and 
love them. These dishes are the «signatures» of 
the restaurant, they can represent the establish-
ment in social networks or in articles on restau-
rant portals;

 group B – 30% of the menu items give 15% of the 
result – the items are average in importance, they 
are less popular, but at the same time they are not 
ignored by guests. These are dishes with an av-
erage and high food cost index, which bring an 
average level of income and profit. To move to 
the list of favorites, such dishes can be reviewed 
by composition, because improving the dish can 
help it become interesting (perhaps these dishes 
lack an additional taste accent or visual compo-
nent). Also, special offers, tastings can be held for 
them, they can be offered as a compliment. This 
will allow visitors to notice the dish, taste it and 
include it in the list of favorites;

 group C – 50% of the menu items give 5% of the 
result – outsider dishes, the first candidates to 
be removed from the menu. They are ordered 
very rarely, have the highest food cost and bring 
little profit to the establishment. The reason for 
this may be the wrong price-quality ratio or the 
wrong positioning. Dishes from this category can 
be excluded from the menu or refined in terms 
of content and price, which will help them be-
come more attractive and gain recognition from 
visitors. In addition, among the dishes in this 
category, there may be some that cannot be re-
moved from the menu, as they should be, in par-
ticular, red caviar – a classic premium dish that is 
present on most menus.

For each dish, we receive a comprehensive assess-
ment in the designation form of three selected param-
eters: AAA (ideal menu position, sales leader, the dish is 
liked by visitors and at the same time profitable for the 
restaurant), ABB (dish sells well, at the same time brings 
average revenue and average profit), BBB (the dish is 
popular among a certain group of guests, brings aver-
age turnover and average profit), ССС (candidate for re-
moval from the menu), etc. The total number of options 
is 27, which provides a detailed analysis of each position 
separately for each parameter (Fig. 1).
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For each isolated group (combination of param-
eters), certain recommendations are provided that allow 
appropriate management decisions to be made. In par-
ticular, a decision is made on what to do with a specific 
dish: reduce its cost price, increase the markup, stimulate 
sales, or exclude it from the menu (Tbl. 1).

If a dish is in category A by sales volume, but in 
category C by profit, then in this case it is better to raise 
its price or refine the recipe to reduce food cost – use 
cheaper ingredients or reduce the portion size (change 
the yield of expensive ingredients), view decoration. You 
can also try to find new suppliers with more favorable 
conditions or negotiate discounts with existing ones.

To reduce the food cost level, you can diversify 
the menu with new dishes from cheaper prod-
ucts, for example, make rolls with chum instead 

of salmon or with cucumber instead of avocado. You can 
also try cooking rolls with truffle sauce, with curry, with 
a dry seasoning furikake, popular in Japan, or with sauces 
based on coconut milk and teriyaki.

As for the price increase, this path requires caution, 
as a small increase of up to 5% is mostly accepted calmly 
by visitors, but more significant changes will be notice-
able and therefore must be justified, in particular, by add-
ing sauce or using higher quality raw materials. Under 
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Fig. 1. Multidimensional ABC analysis matrix of menu items
Source: compiled by the authors.

Table 1

Conclusions on the extended ABC analysis of the roles’ range

Group (sales volume; revenue; 
gross profit) Conclusions

ААА, АВА, ААВ
Sales leaders, they are liked by visitors and at the same time profitable for the restau-
rant. It is necessary to maintain quality, always have in stock, constantly monitor the 
availability of ingredients necessary for their preparation

AAC, ABB, ABC, BAC, АСС Low margin sales leaders. It is necessary to reduce the cost price and / or increase the 
price, if the results of the competitive analysis allow

АСА, АСВ Dishes have high popularity, high gross profit, but low contribution to turnover. Candi-
dates for a price increase after conducting a competitive analysis

BAA, BAB They are beneficial for the institution and have the potential to increase sales volumes.  
It is necessary to review the price policy, perhaps visitors consider these dishes expensive

ВВВ, ВСВ, ВВС, ВСС, САС
It is necessary to carry out a set of measures: apply Sales Promotion technologies, revise 
the price policy, rework the warehouse in the direction of reducing the cost price, carry 
out scrapping, motivate visitors and waiters

CCA, CAB, CBA, CBB, BBA, BCA, САА
Low sales but high margins. It is necessary to focus attention on stimulating sales vol-
umes: actively apply Sales Promotion technologies, contribute to up-sell, motivate wait-
ers, give a spectacular picture on the menu, use table tents, carry out brackerage, etc.

ССС, CCB, СВС

Outsider dishes. Low sales, revenue and low gross profit. Perhaps these are new posi-
tions. Candidates for exclusion from the menu. It is necessary to monitor two indicators: 
the number of sales and % markup. If a dish is sold less than once a day and has a low 
markup (less than 150%), it must be removed from the menu. Otherwise, you need to 
actively work with the dish: maximally stimulate sales, reduce the cost price, increase 
the price for opportunities, constant sales, motivate visitors, etc.

Source: compiled by the authors.
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such conditions, you need to take into account the size of 
the average check and the paying capacity of the visitors.

Another situation is when the dish brings a high 
profit to the restaurant, but according to the frequency of 
its sale it is in category C or B. In this case, it is necessary 
to stimulate sales by the following actions: make a promo-
tion or a combo offer (for example: «take a cheesecake –  
get tea as a gift»); announce additional bonuses to wait-
ers for recommending and implementing these positions; 
emphasize attention in the menu by marking with special 
icons or symbols (for example, especially natural dishes 
are marked with «organic», lean dishes – with a green leaf 
icon (healthy and wholesome), certain dietary dishes – 
with a red heart; light salads – with a «fitness» icon) or al-
location of the best place (perhaps the dish is not visible); 
promote through a promo on table tents and placemats.

In addition, in the case of low demand for a dish, 
it is advisable to stock it (perhaps it is a matter of taste 
or its presentation), measure the time of its preparation 
(perhaps it is a matter of the serving speed) or train the 
staff to sell this item (perhaps they forgot about it).

The last way to stimulate sales is to reduce the price, 
since the dishes of the ВАА/САА category are 
often quite expensive, which turns away visitors. 

A temporary decrease in the price will allow to reach a 
larger audience, but then, with a reverse rise, some of the 
new supporters of the dish will continue to buy it. If all 
the above methods of sales promotion do not help, then 
it is necessary to make a decision to replace such a dish 
in the menu.

As for the ABC analysis algorithm, the classical 
scheme has the following stages [3–6]:
 determine the purpose of the analysis, the object 

and the parameter by which the classification will 
be carried out;

 rank objects according to the set parameter in 
descending order;

 find the share of each parameter in its sum;
 calculate the share of each parameter with an in-

cremental total;
 find the value of the indicator in the list, accord-

ing to which the share in the cumulative total is 
about 80%. This is the lower limit of group A, and 
the upper limit is the first in the list;

 to find the value of the list, in which the share 
adds up to 95% (+15%). This is the lower limit of 
group B; everything below belongs to group C;

 count the number of values for each category and 
the total number of items in the list, as well as 
find the shares of each category in the total numd-
ber of items.

This method of ranking is quite simple, but it is 
problematic to operate with large volumes of data with-
out special programs. Therefore, ABC analysis is carried 
out by downloading data from sales reports for the cor-
responding period from the back office of the automated 

management system used at the restaurant to an Excel 
table, which greatly facilitates the analysis process.

If the restaurant establishment has a large assort-
ment with different categories (more than 50 items), then 
it is impractical to conduct an ABC analysis of the entire 
menu, it is necessary to analyze by categories of dishes 
or smaller subgroups (in particular, separately, soups, sal-
ads, pizzas, burgers, desserts, rolls, sauces, drinks, etc.). 
For example, the category "rolls" can be divided into sub-
groups: sushi, sets, baked rolls, tempura rolls, signature 
rolls, maki rolls, gunkans, sandwich rolls, etc. Next, carry 
out an ABC analysis within these subgroups with fur-
ther roles’ range analysis in the middle of subgroups that 
fall into groups B and C. You can also do it separately by 
kitchen, by bar, by category, by establishments (for restau-
rant chains), etc. At the same time, we consider it expedi-
ent to carry out an ABC analysis of the menu assortment 
every month in order to quickly implement the sales mix 
and have a constant assessment of sales dynamics.

When carrying out an ABC analysis of each menu 
item, it is necessary to carefully look at the sales volume, 
the dish price, its cost price, the percentage of the mark-
up, and the ratio with indicators of other items. In addi-
tion, when performing such an analysis, it is important 
to take into account the group (category) to which the 
dish belongs, the introduction and removal of the dish 
from the menu, the season of sale (volumes of lemonade 
sales or ice cream in summer and winter), the serving 
time of the dish (for example, the margin established by 
the institution in the amount UAH 60 will be normal for 
breakfast or a business lunch, but for dinner it is a very 
low figure). It is also advisable to constantly monitor the 
prices of competitors.

In general, we recommend creating a list of 3-5 menu 
items every month, on the sales of which you need 
to focus attention and inform visitors about them 

by: placing banners on the website and stickers or table 
tents on the tables; sending push messages to guests, as 
well as «highlighting dishes» (for example, without re-
ducing the price, draw the attention of guests: «Try the 
salad with tiger shrimp and avocado – it got even tasti-
er»! Also, use smaller plates. They give the guest a better 
perception of value.

CONCLUSIONS
ABC analysis is a tool for work, not a «magic wand», 

so its use in restaurants primarily allows you to identify 
«leader dishes» and «outsider dishes» in the menu, as 
well as to make a decision about the assortment of dishes 
on the menu. It also helps to identify dishes that need to 
be more actively promoted (in particular, include a dish 
in a promotional offer, not to sell it at a discount, but of-
fer it as a bonus to a certain popular dish, or «highlight» 
a dish for guests so that they pay attention to it); identify 
dishes that need to be worked on in terms of cost reduc-
tion (for example, reduce the portion, replace ingredients 
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with cheaper analogues, negotiate with suppliers); adjust 
pricing in the menu in the direction of decreasing or in-
creasing the selling price (while not losing the demand 
for these items among guests); justify the expediency of 
spending on certain types of raw materials, in particular, 
on those positions with low sales volumes; identify dishes 
that overlap in the composition of ingredients (the more 
of them, the lower the costs of their preparation); identify 
menu groups that need to be expanded, as well as posi-
tions that can be safely replaced with new ones or simply 
removed from the menu.                    
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